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11  TThhoouugghhttss……    
This is perhaps the most helpful thing I know to share…as it has impacted my Life more 
profoundly than perhaps anything else… 
 
Thoughts changed my Life… Once I learned from a book and Earl Nightingale that “we 
become what we think about” – my Life has never been the same… We all owe a great deal to 
others as a good teaching or Teacher can save one EONS of time…  I express my most 
sincere love and gratitude for these people who have helped me so much…  
 
When one starts to seriously and deliberately GRAVITATE (CHOOSE is probably too strong of 
a word) one’s predominant thoughts, attitude, perspective, beliefs, point of view…WHAM! 
Things are created and start happening! Things are created in a world we can’t see in normal 
states of consciousness. Therefore, if one starts thinking positive thoughts, positive things are 
created…if one thinks negative thoughts, negative things are created… We all understand this 
on some deep, profound level already…it is just that perhaps now you are bringing it into more 
precise FOCUS so that you can use it! The fact that you are reading this already indicates that 
you are on this type of path… You are already “flowing” with your essential self and the great 
“all there is” - and this is just part of your natural personal liberation…! 
 

Thoughts ARE THINGS… Thoughts CREATE 
 
Thoughts are THINGS… Even though we can’t see them…it doesn’t mean they are not just as 
real as a table or chair… They are the very tools of creation and the creative process… 
Thoughts are vibrational or energetic, just as is the composition of ALL things… Life itself is 
vibrational and energetic… It oscillates up and down, rises and declines, constant change, 
fluid…it is Nature…  Thoughts are consciousness… And Nature is conscious…and with a bit of 
“awakening,” one realizes that Nature/Life is Infinitely Intelligent… And that there is no random 
anything… Random does not exist… It is just that some things happen with less frequency 
than other things… Nature/Life is a completely integrated and coherent system of patterns that 
are continually evolving… And these “patterns” can be TRUSTED…and used… 
 
Change is the Nature of Life. It seems that GOD/LIFE LOVES CHANGE and NEW stuff! 
And so do we!  
NOTE: I do not try to be dogmatic or dictatorial in anything I present as all is subject to improvement and WILL be superseded by 
deeper understanding and higher orders. I often cringe at my writing and would write only in questions and ellipses if it wasn’t so 
awkward in normal language, as questions have more integrity than answers… Answers are a dead stop… And ellipses are infinite 
as are all things and every topic… Plus, answers are no fun… It is the quest that we get off on! 
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To get better Thoughts… Here is what I do… 
 
I expose and surround myself with Art and Beauty…and I dedicate myself to the pursuit of truth 
with the willingness to abandon any and all current beliefs… This is an attitude of Openness 
and Humility…a teachable spirit…without intellectual pride… I light a candle in the 
morning…surrender control to God…and TRUST in the natural Unfolding of Life as 
PERFECT…as a bird of the air… With this trust, I don’t have to worry about anything…and it 
frees up a great deal of energy, and even creates it, for other things… 
 
This explains me… 
 
And this willful exposure will create “conditions” that will facilitate “visions” and “high-
vibrational” states where one can see what normally is beyond normal awareness… But they 
(the visions and such) are not under your control…you can’t dictate what comes… They just 
happen when it is time to happen… And there will be period of “epic and dry” where 
sometimes not much is happening, and other times where its coming so fast and with such 
power you feel you can’t take it…! Ha! It’s a wild world!  
 
Exposing and surrounding oneself with Art and Beauty takes one beyond language and 
thought… No definition or explanation is sufficient or is complete… It’s just…”Wow!” and a high 
feeling or energy is created… You are INSPIRED… Therefore, positive and beautiful things 
promote higher thoughts, or perhaps better stated, promote greater energy thoughts/feelings… 
 
 
UUppoonn  EEnntteerriinngg  HHiigghh  VViibbrraattiioonnaall  SSttaatteess  
 
Many of the most helpful Thoughts I have been given have come out of “high vibrational 
states” of consciousness. I have often found myself in “high vibrational states” – where there is 
a different, strange and wonderful Energy within you…where creation seems almost 
effortless… I suspect that most people experience such states too…but often they are 
discounted and are repressed as society is uneasy about anything associated with mystical 
experience. Now one cannot stay in these “high vibrational” states for sustained periods of 
time as the human nervous system can’t handle the voltage… It just can’t… It will break down 
the protoplasm that our physical bodies are made of… Thus, you will normally find yourself 
“wiped out” energetically after these…but that is part of the cost of entering such states… 
 
And if there is no cost…it is of little value… 
 
I choose to pay the FULL PRICE for Life…as I want the FULL ride!~  
 
~ Written with Love for all Expressions of Life, 
Humble nothing, Humble no one, Humble me… ~ Andrew 


